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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY

Images sourced from http://www.boonwurrung.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/03/BoonWurrungMap2.jpg and 

I wish to acknowledge the Boonwurrung people 
on whose land we are gathered today.

I pay our respects to their Elders, past and 
present and ask you to do the same with an 

intention to work towards reconciliation, justice 
and healing.
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Introduction

◦ Why do people do what they do?

lisahunter. (2018). Sensory 
autoethnography: surfing 
approaches for understanding 
and communicating 
'seaspacetimes’. In M. Brown & 
K. Peters (Eds.), Living with the 
sea (pp. 100-113). Abingdon: 
Routledge.



Ways of seeing
◦ Perception
◦ Recognition
◦ Quality
◦ Quantity 

◦ Positioning – how, how often, where, when, why, who? 
◦ Legitimation…with value

◦ Representation
◦ Erasure
◦ Revealing 
◦ Challenging
◦ Countering



Images of the past - possibilities

Maids on the wave by 
Wallace Mackay 1874 



erased and reviewed



Imaging contemporary then record 
of the past - possibilities

The 1914 Mid Pacific Carnival poster, featuring Duke Kahanamoku surfing. 
Reproduced from Finding Paradise – Island Art in Private Collections.

Travel brochure printed and distributed by 
Paradise of the Pacific, circa 1920s.

1915 Mid Pacific Carnival Postcard.



Seeing is believing? Whose view?



Becoming seen
◦ Surf schools
◦ Competition
◦ More breaks
◦ Commercially active
◦ Active actors



New waves of female visibility
◦ Sportsmedia stereotypes
◦ Cameras down
◦ Active representations



Presence, frequency, representation

Magazines
Books
Films
(Internet)



Memorialization

Aotearoa New 
Zealand
Pioneer Female 
Surfers

Female history-Hawai’i

Female history-Australia



Festivals
participation
representation



Surfing’s (hetero)sexy spaces



Who’s memory/image makes a past?
◦ Patriocolonial 
(male, white, young, 
explorer/frontiers, entitled)
◦ Individual
◦ Power/speed

Historicized
Sportization
Commodification 
Equality 



Female ‘market(ization)
Appearance performance
Performance appearance



Illusion: Fitting the ‘babe’ image

◦ Sex sells…but what?
◦ Modern surfing state
◦ The look
◦ Surf porn



Witnessing

50 lisahunter

envy grows. The 600mm beside me, owned by the bloke from the big surfi ng 
mag, sits idle and I wish I could be bold enough to ask for a go. Through my 
lens I sight several more 600’s sitting idle as the women’s heats get under 
way. My more distant shots will have to do. Nothing is happening in the surf 
yet, not a good point in the tide. Click. I’ll look at what the media are doing 
around the beach. The big screen shows a high camera angle of two women 
walking along the beach in their bikinis. Click. The wind is getting up and the 
surf isn’t providing many good rides for the competitors to show their skill at 
all. Click. I continue plotting how I can get a 600mm lens. My fantasy breaks. 

The cells in every part of my body are on edge with a rush of adrenalin. I 
keep my fi nger on the shutter release of my camera for several shots and then 
rip my hand but not my eyes away. I freeze. I want to yell out ‘stop’ but I’m 
fi xed to my gear and the loose sand that seems to shackle me under the pink 
tent. Motionless I consider leaving my gear to get the version of events by 
those who are in my lens. The spectator telling the cameraman to stop fi lming 
her has resisted the position ‘victim’ and been agentic, but with little impact. 
The perpetrator keeps his lens on her, despite her hand indicating that he should 
stop. He and his camera is only about a metre away from her hand. He smiles. 

‘Bastard’ I catch myself saying. My discomfort has me questioning my lack 
of action in following up the incident and my anger and disappointment at 
witnessing what has just happened. No one seemed to support the woman 
who resisted having her image sent around the world. No one had intervened 
to stop the fi lming, other than the female indicating he should stop. The 
female interviewer continued to scan beachgoers for possible interview 
candidates. She did not reprimand the cameraman who had not asked 
permission for what he did. Perhaps she did not even notice. Perhaps she was 
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The sea has given 
so much to the Me 
shaped by the sea



Misrecognition
◦ Not good for business
◦ Untapped talent

Disparity of opportunity (Ros Franklin, 2013)
Whose business? (Krista Comer, 2010)



Making more ‘visible’
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Ø x

Ø Sex
Ø Normalised heteronormative homosociality
Ø Cisgenderism
Ø Queer presence/queer turn

Challenging norms
Gay surfers
‘Transgender’ work
Queering surfing

Making difference visible



Ø x

Revealing new forms 
of violence and success



Seeing below the ’surface’



Seeing differently…but has the 
‘gaze’/game changed?



Image-in
Re-image-in
Re-vision-ing Surfing

Insert your logo here

How might we….



New perspectives



New participants-Hannah Bennett



New producers



‘New’ participants recognized



Activist collaborations



As human…
Actions



New collaborations and support



Feminist ways of seeing count!

Re-imag(in)ing surfactivism as a 
network (in Oceania)

lisahunter. (2016). Becoming visible. Visual narratives of 
‘female’ as a political position: The history, perpetuation, 
and disruption of patriocolonial pedagogies? 

Questions??? lisahunter@monash.edu


